
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

UKS � Murder Mystery Cybercrop 

6-8 Feb 2009 

Cat Among 

The Pigeons 
 

Class Supply List:Class Supply List:Class Supply List:Class Supply List:    

6x4 portrait orientation, B&W photo 
Rose Moka Appel de la Nature Ballon de Place 
Basic Grey Urban Prairie Hayloft (I used a 6x6 
sheet from the 6x6 pad) 
Journalling spot from Making Memories 5th 
Avenue Ledger Spiral Journalling Pad 
Black Bazzill 
American Crafts Thickers Rootbeer Float Green 
Vinyl 
Making Memories Tiny Alpha White on Black 
American Crafts Details Layered Embellishments 
KI Memories Softies Buttons 
Basic Grey Urban Border rub-ons Black 
Basic Grey Tattoo rub-ons Black 
Glitz Frosting Round Clear 
Glitz Frosting Hearts bling 
Glitz Frosting Swirls 
Chipboard Swirl (mine if from Rusty Pickle Swirly 
Whirly Chipboard Accents pack) 
Green, pink & black ric-rac 
Making Memories Chartreuse Green Paint 
Paintbrush 
Bubblewrap 
Edge Distresser 

 

Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:    

TipTipTipTip: If you're in a hurry and want to get on with other CC classes, be sparing with your paint as it will dry quicker. I also used 
Making Memories paint which seems to have the right consistency to dry quick. 
 
TipTipTipTip: I positioned the photo on the left of my LO because the eyes in the photo are looking to the right. You should always have 
the eyes looking into your page (unless you're doing a double LO and then it's ok if the eyes are looking across to the other 
page as you want the eye to flow across the two pages), so if your eyes are looking the other way, just flip the LO over and 

have your photo on the right hand side of the page. 
 

Take your background paper and paint the edges with  
short strokes, just to give a nice effect on the edges. When  
it's dry, distress the edges roughly if desired.  
 
Paint the edges of your photo, splodging paint around the  
edges. A little tip is, if you're in a hurry and want it to  
dry quick, don't sploge big wodges of paint because it will  
take a while to dry. Set aside to dry.  

 



 

Now stamp with your bubblewrap. Cut the size of bubblewrap you want  
to use, I cut a large strip to place across the bottom of the LO. Paint across  
the back of the wrap, the bubbly side. I painted roughly, putting lots of  
paint on some parts and not much on others to get a rough effect. Gently  
place the bubblewrap paint side down, where you desire on the background  
paper and press gently with your hands. Then peel away.  

Paint your chipboard swirl and put aside to dry.  Now it's time to go make  
a cuppa while your paint dries. I reckon you deserve a biscuit as well ;) 

Mat your photo on black cardstock, leaving a thin border to help pop the  
photo from the page. 

Cut a 6x6 square from the green Basic Grey paper and ink edges. 

Decide on placement of main elements of your LO, the green square paper,  
photo and journalling spot. Mine are placed over the bubblewrap paint and  
on a slight angle. I stuck down the green square first and then rubbed a  
Basic Grey Tattoo rub-on, down the left hand side of the paper, so it would be under the photo a little. 
Then I attached the photo and the journalling spot beside it. 

Attach title, mine is done using Thickers for the main title and MM Tiny Alpha stickers for the sub-
title. I have my title overlapping the photo a little, this helps add interest and excitement to the LO 
and also keeps the elements together, leading the eye from the photo to the title. 

Now it's time to embellish a little more, adding the sugar on top as I call it! I added more Basic Grey 
swirly rub-ons from the Urban Border pack first, then added my green chipboard swirl under the 
photo. Next I added some layered embellishments from the American Crafts pack, Glitz Bling shapes 
and some KI Memories Softie Buttons. Lastly I added some ric-rac as the final touch, cause a LO of 
mine has to have ric-rac somewhere! 

 

????????Whodunnit??Whodunnit??Whodunnit??Whodunnit??    

Can you guess the designer 
from these clues? 

−− 35 years old 

−− Graphic Designer 

−− Lived in the UK for 10yrs 

−− Teaches occasionaly 

−− Likes rikrak & touching! 
   (BIG clue!) 
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